
Legislating Compassion 

Making laws.  
Gosh, wasn’t it such a trendy idea?  
Making laws to show just how much you cared; legislating a compassionate involvement 

in overwhelmingly complex social issues.  
Gee-whiz, wasn’t it such a modern-day popular thing to do?  
Too bad, maybe.   
Too bad that, in self-interested, deregulated-market years of a privileged-class, lobbyist-

led political thinking; in years of a hey-look-at-my-excitingly-huge-full-benefits-salary – well, 
rather than taking the time to figure out how to honestly address our nation’s growing and very 
real social inequity (an act which would end up asking you to share some of your money)?   

As a deeply compassionate modern-day lawmaker eager to show everyone how much you 
cared; as a visibly concerned politician talking nonstop about your own heartfelt need to step up 
and put children first – you simply made it unacceptable, and even outright illegal, with all of 
your thoughtfully-detached, hold-everybody-accountable, withhold-the-funding legislation:

To be poor.  
Or homeless. 
Or, yet more problematic?  
Culturally different.
And, for any person naïve enough to continue working with, and so irritatingly speaking 

up for, those persons who (with an inexplicable foolishness) persisted in living inside any one of 
these socially objectionable categories?  Oh, look out.  There were additional super-expensive 
laws now being made to control that kind of unwanted busybody as well.

Brand-new laws which, in a a truly miraculous fashion, would now legally enable a 
minimally-experienced, top-down, thin-skinned management to radically and magically evaluate.  
And then?  Rather than support and mentor, rather than bolster and encourage, rather than, 
calling upon an honest empathy and concern, embrace and nurture – simply fire (oh, you are so 
outta here!) their way to an unprecedented academic success.

Although.
Well if, once again you took a moment; if, once again, you paused.  And if, in pausing, 

you cautiously held back your immediate support for this latest school reform solution – this 
newest and most imperative bell-the-cat “fix” claimed possible through the abrupt instigation of 
an annually implemented all-teacher-statistical, value-added evaluation. 

Well, you could, actually?
Hear other voices.  
Of course no one encouraged it.  But.
If, as you stepped away from the clamor and clang attached to a nonstop publicity; if, as 

you turned away from the tumult and uproar generated by a highly advertised demand – you 
made the effort to listen?  You could, no kidding, hear previous educational leaders calling 
attention to the fact that – hey, as it happened: 

A rigorously vetted teacher evaluation structure already existed.  
A carefully ordered long-term process for recognizing, evaluating, mentoring and, when 

absolutely necessary, eliminating, poorly performing public school employees was actually 
already in place.  However, as a structure proposing an innate intention for supporting, mentoring 
and sustaining before endorsing a system-weakening dismissal?  Well, as a construct it was 



protectively due-process heavy.  And was, concerned innovators now argued, exactly the kind of 
long-term employee-supportive structure which (in days committed to the magic of 
instantaneous solutions) had to be extravagantly and expensively revamped.  

Because, well.
Damnitall?  
Being methodic; being slow; being employee sympathetic – as a complexly interactive, 

relationship-based, stable-system-dependent structure?  It stood in the way.  It stopped districts 
from, with an absolute authority, having their way.  And their way, in super-modern competitive 
days of Big Money venture-investment solutions, was surely to rid themselves of a financial 
responsibility for that ever growing number of long-term expensive, budget-breaking, pension-
dependent (and oh, so goshdarned opinionated) bad teachers.

That old-school-collaborative, stable-system-dependent, interpersonally  administered 
process of a teacher evaluation?  

That long-term assessment structure already in existence? 
Well, in contemporary days looking with an increasing urgency only to the immediacy of 

silver bullet solutions; in fast-paced days calling out ever more loudly for the no-waiting 
wonders of magic – it was seldom, if ever, employed.  

It was, after all, so demanding.  
So onerously and inconveniently time consuming.  
Modern-day quadrant superintendents, fixer administrators, area evaluators,  specialists, 

consultants, facilitators, directors, instructional trainers, curriculum managers, turnaround 
experts, testing minions, innovation advisors, statistical analysts, assessment tutors, data 
reducers, assembly orchestrators and subject coaches – all of whom had so many important 
meetings to attend – simply didn’t have time, in progressively magical years, to sit still and, over 
days, months and even years, figure out which teachers actually had a clue.  What, in 
technologically-imbued years bent to the wonders of instantaneous results, was much more 
clearly and much more undoubtedly required?  

Well, shoot – no one had time any more for those processes tediously focused upon 
nurturing, growing, sustaining or developing.  

What we needed; what, imperatively, we, as a nation, had to have right now?  
Was something much slicker, much shinier, and much faster. 
Something capable of offering us speed-of-light results.  What we absolutely, in the fast 

pace of modern days, had to find the money to pay for?  
Was the super expensive re-creation of yet another public school wheel.


